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Integrated on�the��y data analysis and image synthesis is one of the most
dominant challenges on modern volume visualization tools� Since volume
visualization algorithms are them self computationally complex and mem�

ory intensive there is hardly a chance to e�ciently integrate data analysis
tools on standard single processor architectures� The development and

spreading of multiprocessor systems with large scale memory allow for the
direct analysis and modi�cation of the data during the rendering process�
But to e�ciently integrate both tasks similar parallelization strategies and

a unique data layout must be chosen� Furthermore� since more and more
systems with hardware assisted processing and visualization options can

be accessed across high performance networks� distributed visualization
tools should bene�t from these options whenever possible� In the following
paper a prototyped parallel visualization environment will be exempli�ed

in which data analysis and image synthesis are simultaneously performed
on demand� The objective is to outline basic parallelization and distri�

bution aspects which enable �exible integration of di�erent tasks rather
than to present a concrete implementation� In this context the develop�
ment and design of a unique algorithmic framework for integrated and�or

distributed data analysis and image synthesis dominates the work here�
after�

� Introduction

Although volume rendering has become fairly standard in a wide area of
di�erent disciplines like medical imaging� physical simulation� or the gener�
ation of photo realistic images� not that much work has been spent on the
analysis of the data so far� Analyzing the data is mostly accomplished by re�
peatedly analyzing the generated two dimensional images� In the majority of
applications the examination of the three dimensional information content is
performed in a pre�processing step once before the visualization takes place�
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Fig� �� Volume visualization pipeline�

This is due to the numerical complexity of the available data analysis tech�
niques which in most cases also result in increasing memory requirements
during run�time� As a matter of fact� putting both techniques together seems
to be a problem that can not be solved adequately� whereas the problems are
intensi�ed due to the complexity of traditional imaging techniques�

On the other hand� over the last years di�erent approaches have been
investigated to accelerate volume rendering on single processor architectures�
Recently� object space methods which allow for almost interactive speed like
hierarchical splatting ����� Fourier rendering �	��� or Shear�Warp Factorization
on single processor machines �		� in
uenced the volume rendering community
in a revolutionary manner� Even more the development of specialized graphics
hardware enabling �D texture mapping in real time pushed the achievable
frame rates up to a satisfying limit�

In this context the question how to directly integrate data analysis meth�
ods into the rendering process becomes a new dimension� One obvious question
is in which way and at which stage of the visualization pipeline shown in Fig�
ure 	 multiprocessor systems should be integrated� Taking into account the
speed of todays single processor implementations the question should be asked
whether the development of specialized parallel volume rendering algorithms
at their own sake really makes sense� Up to now the most known parallel
implementations can hardly compete with fast single processor solutions� es�
pecially if we also compare the time needed to develop the algorithms and the
cost of a massively parallel system� Furthermore� very often parallel imple�
mentations exhibit the same problems fast single processor solutions do� e�g�
memory overhead� poor sampling quality� no higher order scattering events�
Since these algorithms are mostly designed in a way that perfectly �ts onto
the available architecture they often fail to integrate other tasks which are
based on di�erent parallelization strategies into the computation process�
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We draw conclusion from the above observations in that we focus on the
design of algorithms which allow us to appropriately integrate di�erent tasks
into each other� instead of designing either the data analysis or the image syn�
thesis part in a way that �ts as optimal as possible onto a certain architecture�
Above all� the major goal is to build upon a unique parallelization strategy
and data layout which all involved algorithms should rely on� However� par�
ticularly in a distributed environment where arbitrary platforms are available
and can be linked together across high speed networks� one dominant require�
ment is to bene�t from these systems whenever they are available� Speci�c
tasks should be performed on those architectures which solve the emerging
problems as good as possible�

Actually� we focus on the processing of three dimensional orthogonal grids
for which data analysis and image synthesis algorithms are available at this
time� Of course� there are di�erent other known topologies which can not be
processed in this way� e�g� irregular or unstructured grids� In this case de�
composition schemes� but above all e�cient analysis and synthesis algorithms
need to be developed in more detail�

In section � we will brie
y outline some of the desirable features parallel
implementations should bene�t from� Section � describes two basic paralleliza�
tion strategies for multi�dimensional data transforms� The three dimensional
separable wavelet transform has been chosen as a prototype which exempli�es
the basic strategies� In section  we will focus on the parallel volume render�
ing algorithm and we will outline how to design the algorithm in such a way
that enables integrated data analysis on arbitrary platforms� Implementation
details are given in section � and a short conclusion and outlook is presented
in section ��

� Requirements

Since the future will bring more and more multiprocessor systems either as
closed solutions or as loosely but with high bandwidth interconnected clusters�
it will be important to develop parallel algorithms which �t onto the available
architectures� On the other hand� the past has shown that most of the algo�
rithms that where particularly designed for a special system layout failed to be

exible enough to integrate arbitrary tasks� and very often these implementa�
tions performed in a less optimal manner on other architectures� Consequently�
since we aim to e�ciently perform data analysis and image synthesis� data co�
herence should be retained where ever possible and the implementation should
be rid of any architectural constraints� We propose involving as less as possible
knowledge about the underlying target architecture in the design phase of the
algorithms� while the use of coarse grain parallelization schemes together with
explicit data domain knowledge will �t onto shared and distributed memory
architectures equally well�

The hope is that we develop open implementations which can be extended
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by other algorithms and ported from one platform to another without the need
to reiterate the whole design phase� This will be exempli�ed in the following
chapter�

� Parallel Volume Processing

In general� arbitrary data processing techniques can be applied to enhance
the extraction process of the three dimensional information content of volu�
metric data� In the following we will focus on a particular kind of data transfor�
mation� the discrete wavelet transform� The motivation for studying wavelet
techniques especially in the context of parallel volume processing is that the
underlying algorithms are representative for a large variety of other meth�
ods� Furthermore� wavelet transforms de�ne a theoretical framework for the
detection� classi�cation� and compression of signals� Consequently� the same
method can be used to perform di�erent tasks at once�

In three dimensions the wavelet transform �WT� expands any �nite energy
function f��x� � L��R�� into a sequence of hierarchically ordered projection
spaces �	��	������ In the approximation spaces the original function is rep�
resented with decreasing resolution while all the information that is lost is
retained in the corresponding di�erence spaces at a certain scale� All vector
spaces are build from dilated and scaled versions of a wavelet function ���x��
In its continuous form the projections� namely the wavelet coe�cients� are
computed as inner products

hf��s
i�j�ki �
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��

�Z

��

�Z

��

f��x��s
i�j�k��x�dx dy dz� �	�

where s and i� j� k � Zare the scaling and translation parameters� respectively�
The wavelets �s

i�j�k��x� are constructed from one prototyped version ���x� by

�s
i�j�k�x� � ��s�����s�x� �i� j� k��� ���

where we restrict to the dyadic scale �s in the actual implementation�
From the two�scale relation �	� between the wavelet and the scaling function

an e�cient computation scheme can be derived how to compute the continuous
inner products �	��� It is performed recursively by applying �nite impulse
response �lters hk and gk to the approximation of f at every scale� As a
consequence� the resolution of the discrete data samples is decimated by a
factor of �

�
at each scale�

As for the DFT or the DCT the original function samples can be completely
reconstructed from the projected version�

One of the important advantages of the wavelet transform is that it is per�
fectly suited to localize spatial and frequency domain information� From the
multi scale representation features can be extracted and classi�ed according
to their local characteristics ���	��� Thus� since the volume rendering integral





can also be solved directly over the decomposed domain ��	����� wavelet trans�
forms can be used as a powerful tool for integrated data analysis and image
synthesis� However� di�erent other techniques might be useful and could be
implemented� Here� the discrete wavelet transform should be seen as a place�
holder for a variety of techniques that can be used� Particularly� the process�
ing order and communication patterns occurring in parallelizing the discrete
wavelet transform are similar to a number of other applications� Very often
data analysis algorithms based on DFT� DCT� Neural Networks� multi modal�
ity Registration and Fusion� or order independent region growing algorithms
can be performed based upon the same subdivision and distribution strategies�
or at least can be organized in a quite similar way�

��� Parallel Wavelet Transform

If the n�dimensional wavelet transform is split into n one dimensional trans�
forms the discrete convolution to perform the decomposition can be succes�
sively applied along di�erent axis� While the �rst approach we present strongly
depends on this observation the second one takes advantage of the spatial lo�
calization of the wavelet transform�

In the following the abstract target machine is assumed to have p process�
ing units each provided with a certain amount of local memory� The com�
munication bandwidth increases with the size of the blocks transferred� The
resolution of the volume to be processed is a power of two in each direction
and a multiple of the number of processing units� These conditions should
streamline the basic algorithm and lead to optimal performance� but they can
also be released without a�ecting the implementation drastically�
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Fig� 	� Schematic representation of the domain subdivision and processing order�

��� Slice�wise Parallelization

Assuming a right handed coordinate system� the volume of resolution �x�
y� z� is divided into y slices each of resolution �x� z�� On each unit pk� t �

y
p

slices k� k � p� k � �p� ���� k � �t � 	�p are stored� The wavelet transform can
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be performed along the x and z direction without additional communication
and purely within the local memory domain of each unit �see Figure ��� To
compute the convolution along the y direction all voxels which are not stored
in local memory have to be fetched from other units� Programming this naively
results in a huge amount of �ne grain communications� Instead� if we try to
change the data layout in such a way that the former y�axis is laid along the
x� or z�axis� then also the �nal convolution step can be performed in local
memory�

If a slice is cut out of the volume along the �x� y��direction and is taken
as a matrix in which the elements are the voxel values� then a transposition
of the matrix organizes the data in the preferable way� As a result of the
transposition all voxel values which were originally aligned along the y direc�
tion are now aligned along the x direction and vice versa� After applying the
wavelet transform along the x�axis� a �nal transposition organizes the data in
its original orientation�
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Fig� 
� Schematic representation of the volume transposition in two dimensions�

Dark entries are already in place�

The transposition of the volume data can be accomplished by successively
shifting the �x� z��slices in local memory of each processing unit� k� around one
position and transferring the shifted versions to the neighboring unit� �k � 	�
mod p� This step has to be repeated p times to obtain the transposed version�
A schematic representation is sketched in Figure ��

If the resolution of the data at a certain level is less than the number of
processing units� then rather poor load balancing will be achieved since more
and more units become idle�
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��� Block�wise Parallelization

Here the basic idea is to use a decomposition of the volume into equally
spaced blocks which are distributed across the processing units� Due to the
spatial localization of the wavelet transform it can be performed on each block
separately� A slight communication overhead arises from the support of the
used decomposition �lters� If the support exceeds one� then additional data
samples from neighboring nodes need to be fetched at the block boundaries�

After the transformation has been completed a local wavelet decomposition
is generated for each block� Since it should be possible to locally reconstruct
arbitrary points from within a certain block we need to store additional coef�
�cients according to the support of the basis functions used �see Figure ��

Unit 2 Unit 3

reconstruct arbitrary points within subblock
Step 3: Additional coefficients to

Step 2: Subblock pyramid
structures on each level

Step 1: Blockwise Wavelet transform 

Unit 0 Unit 1

Fig� �� Parallel wavelet transform based on a block�wise subdivision of the original

data� The two dimensional case is supplied to streamline the basic algorithm�

On the other hand� since the support of the involved �lters is small in
practice� between  and � seems to be satisfactory� the overall amount of
memory just increases insigni�cantly�

Regardless of the memory overhead each block can now be processed and
visualized separately� All kinds of wavelet based feature extraction can be
applied locally� Additionally� the wavelet representation can be stored in a
compressed format at each node� In case of transmissions between processing
nodes the communication load will be minimized� This is particular useful
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on loosely coupled workstation clusters where the communication load often
slows done the overall performance�

Table 	 supplies the timing results for both parallelization strategies which
have been implemented on a Connection Machine CM� with � nodes� The
former method seems to be better suited for parallelization purposes and prob�
ably would have been chosen as the favored method� Particularly� SIMD archi�
tectures like the CM�� MasPar MP	� or the Princeton Engine� which enable
fast nearest neighbor communications would be well suited to perform this
kind of parallelization� On the other hand� once the wavelet transform has
been performed data coherence is completely lost� and the layout of wavelet
coe�cients across the units makes the local reconstruction of data samples on
a certain node impossible� The integration of other data analysis techniques
or even volume visualization techniques seems to be hard to achieve� In the
contrary� the latter approach allows us to e�ciently integrate all kinds of data
processing techniques based upon a block decomposition of the underlying do�
main� Although it is the less optimal method in terms of performance it should
obviously be used as the preferred one in an integrated environment� Addi�
tionally� this data layout o�ers the possibility to integrate arbitrary hardware
options which in practice strictly depend on static block data structures�

In the next section we will show how to integrate the block�wise data lay�
out into a parallel volume visualization algorithm� This algorithm was partly
presented in ����� Consequently only a short description will be given� Instead
we will focus the discussion on how to take advantage of the data distribution
strategies to integrate data analysis and image synthesis� and how to take
advantage of specialized hardware acceleration techniques�

Table �� Comparison between slice�wise and block�wise parallel wavelet

transform

Resolution 
	� ��� �	� 	��� ��	�

Slice�wise ����� ���� ��� 
�� 
	��

Block�wise ���� ���� ���� ��� 
���

� Parallel Volume Rendering

In direct volume visualization algorithms the amount of light impinging on
the view plane at a certain position is simulated by evaluating the well known
volume rendering integral ���	���

I�t�� t�� �

t�Z

t�

q�t�e
�

R
t

t�

��s�ds
dt
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along each ray of sight �see Figure ��� It sums up the contributions of the vol�
ume emission q�t� along the ray� which is scaled by the optical depth according
to the volume absorption ��s��

            ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Fig� �� Volume ray�casting�

Di�erent approaches have been proposed by many authors to parallelize
the integral evaluation� Basically� these approaches can be classi�ed in two
categories�
� object space driven
� image space driven

The former is based on a volume data transformation to align the volume
coordinate axis with the view coordinate axis� while the latter re�samples the
volume along the view rays�

Most often� methods have been developed which bene�t from special fea�
tures of the underlying target architecture� A common approach is to ac�
complish the volume alignment by a sequences of one dimensional shears
������������ which can be e�ciently mapped onto fast nearest neighbor com�
munication primitives� Unfortunately� additional copies of the data have to
be stored and data dependencies are completely lost during the shear steps�
Taking this into account� it seems to be impossible to integrate any kind of
data processing algorithms into these approaches�

Other approaches replicate the volume along processor clusters ���� which
results in limited resolution of the volumes that can be processed� or� as it
was proposed by Ma et al� �	��� the data is subdivided into smaller blocks
which are assigned to di�erent nodes� Since each block is rendered separately
neither acceleration techniques can be integrated nor does this strategy allow
simulating higher order scattering e�ects�

The most powerful methods have been designed by Nieh et al� ���� which
used a shared memory DASH architecture taking advantage of fast hardware
assisted caching� and by Lacroute �		� who parallelized the shear�warp factor�
ization algorithm� To increase the overall performance of both implementa�
tions explicit data domain knowledge should be integrated into the caching
algorithms� Additionally� portability to other architectures and direct integra�
tion of parallel data processing techniques could be improved by de�ning a
priori volume subdivision strategies�
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��� Algorithm

In ���� a general approach to parallel volume rendering on distributed
memory multiprocessor systems was proposed which avoids some of the dis�
advantages of the previously described methods� It is closely related to the
one presented by Camahort ���� who �rst claimed that block decomposition
schemes are the most 
exible ones for integrated data analysis and render�
ing� Since the implementation is rid of any machine dependent features only
less e�ort has to be spent to adapt the implementation onto other architec�
tures� Furthermore� as we retain data coherence where ever possible� global
communication during the rendering phase is minimized�

Above all� the demand to e�ciently integrate data processing was one of
the most dominant goals� and therefore the data layout accounts for this� It
is thus the same block decomposition strategy we proposed for the block�wise
parallel wavelet transform�

The rendering proceeds in traversing the volume on the coarse resolution
which results from the initial volume subdivision� We take advantage of fast
parametric clipping to �nd the intersection points with the blocks� Each time
a hit is determined the block has to be fetched from other nodes if it does
not exist in local memory� Since we also partitioned the pixel plane and rays
belonging to the same partition are located on the same node� the rendering
integral across the domain of a block can be performed for all rays in the par�
tition which intersect the block� Finding the intersection points is numerically
cheap� thus the overhead only arises from the global communication step� This
was less than 	� � of the overall rendering time for all block sizes we tested�

To further reduce the idle times due to congestion a software cache data
structure was implemented at each node� If multiple nodes request a block
from the same node they probably become idle since the request can not
be processed immediately� In this case the requesting block computes hits
with the next blocks in advance� requests these blocks� and stores them in
a dynamic cache list� Primary to each fetch operation the cache is inspected
checking whether the block is stored in local memory� As a consequence� idle
times can be minimized and hardware caching mechanisms can be further
improved� For example� the use of this strategy on a shared memory system
would help to improve the implementations scalability� and would also help to
accelerate the rendering process if additional knowledge about the data layout
is integrated into the computing order of the view rays�

��� Integrated Volume Processing

Block decomposition enables the straight forward integration of data pro�
cessing techniques into the rendering process� since arbitrary operations can
be performed on each block locally� Furthermore� a huge variety of data anal�
ysis techniques can be implemented upon a unique block based subdivision
scheme� In many cases it su�ces to store a limited number of additional slices
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around each block avoiding expensive global communication operations�
As we described earlier� the parallel wavelet transform was implemented in

such a way that the whole wavelet representation of a certain block is stored
at a single node� This allows performing a variety of useful but computational
intensive procedures locally� such as thresholding�compression� feature
extraction�enhancement� and smoothing�sharpening�

Thresholding and compression is accomplished by adaptively changing user
supplied error tolerances� Filtering the wavelet coe�cients according to

ci ��

���
��

� � jcij� � �

ci � jcij� � �

allows one to directly investigate the correlation between error bounds and
image quality� Taking advantage of data structures which store the sparse
representations in a way that minimizes the memory requirement enables the
rendering of large scale data sets which could have been processed neither�
Additionally� the transmission overhead is reduced to some extent� which is
particularly useful in distributed environments where remote clients are inter�
connected with the parallel system�

Since the wavelet coe�cients include localized spatial and frequency infor�
mation they can be used e�ciently to improve the extraction of features from
within the data �	����� As in �	�� where the grey�scale gradient was used to
detect and highlight region boundaries� the extracted information can be used
in the same way� i�e� changing the transfer function accordingly�

Smoothing and sharpening the data is accomplished by discarding wavelet
coe�cients and by taking into account the di�erence information at every
level� Arbitrary re�nement strategies can be chosen and performed on each
block individually�

��� Hardware Acceleration

Due to the fact that apparently more and more hardware options like sig�
nal processors� decompression�compression boards� or specialized accelerators
for �D or �D graphics have been developed and brought to the market as
extensions of available computer systems� one dominant goal should be to
integrate these extensions whenever available� Even in a distributed environ�
ment where di�erent systems are interconnected across high speed networks
the integration of available special purpose architectures should be possible�
The proposed decomposition strategy enables the use of a variety of di�erent
acceleration techniques which build upon block based data structures�

In our implementation a SGI graphics workstation was connected to a
massively parallel system across a HIPPI interface� A parallel version of the
marching cubes algorithm �	�� to generate polygonal iso�surface representa�
tions was implemented� The generated polygon lists are transmitted over the

		



HIPPI interface to the graphics system were interactive rendering is achieved�
Another choice is to transmit the rendered two dimensional images only� taking
advantage of the high communication bandwidth� Additionally� we exploited
the �D texture mapping facility of the graphics workstation� Since for hard�
ware assisted rendering of large scale volume data it has to be divided into
bricks that �t into texture memory� a block decomposition based approach
allows integrating both techniques without changing the general data layout�
Finally� one could also take advantage of specialized hardware boards at the
parallel site� Installing block structure based compression boards allows for
interactive decomposition�composition and will speed up the transformation
process to some extent� Even in an environment of a loosely coupled worksta�
tion cluster with low bandwidth this is of particular interest�

Basically� the implementation demonstrates the collaboration between nu�
merical number crunchers� broadband communication channels� and special
purpose accelerators� The strict block decomposition enables a 
exible inte�
gration of di�erent algorithms on the parallel system� At the same time it
allows taking advantage of special purpose accelerators which are probably
located at remote sites� but which are very often justi�ed at the same block
data structures�

� Implementation Details � the Java Interface

The implementation was done on a Connection Machine CM� with �
Sparc � processors each of which was equipped with �� MB of memory and 
additional vector units� Object oriented programming is supported with C��
and the standard CM� message passing library� Since the vector units can only
be accessed in data parallel mode� on each node C� �data parallel C program�
ming language� code segments were implemented to speed up the computation�
Particularly the discrete convolution used to perform the data decomposition
is well suited to be implemented within this programming model� The use of
C� seems to be contradictory to the proposed method of being independent of
a certain architecture� but once the basic algorithm has been designed and im�
plemented on an abstract machine independent level we should of course try to
adapt di�erent tasks locally to the underlying system� This does not in
uence
the portability to other platforms since in general only short stand alone code
segments have to be exchanged� The whole programming layout was designed
in a purely block�wise manner with the restriction to only a few standard calls
like CMMD�send�block�� and CMMD�receive�block��� In this way the whole
program can be easily ported onto other machines without changing the basic
layout� We recognize that an implementation based on PVM or MPI would
have been the most general choice�

A user interface to control the action of the massively parallel computer
has been implemented on the graphics workstation� To ensure architecture
independence and easy integration of other tasks along with basic security
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for the server and the client� the Java programming language was chosen to
implement both the client� running on the workstation� and the server� running
on the front�end of the parallel machine� The server uses standard TCP�IP
sockets to communicate with the parallel computer and the Java socket class
to build up connections to the client� The client can upload volumetric data
sets to the server for processing and can also use the server as a data pool
where di�erent example data sets are located and can be retrieved� In any
case� the parallel site is completely responsible for the subdivision of the data
set and the distribution of the generated blocks across the processing units�
Upon completion of the computation� the server converts the generated data
to a platform independent �le�format in a space accessible to the client�

Actually� di�erent processing and visualization tools are available� The par�
allel wavelet transform is generated on demand� thus smoothing� sharpening�
compression� and feature enhancement can be applied� The parallel march�
ing cubes algorithm generates polygon structures according to a user de�ned
threshold and a user supplied resolution level� The generated triangle lists
are transmitted separately from each node where they have been generated�
Additionally� the parallel ray�casting method computes a two dimensional im�
age� These methods can be selected by the client which is also responsible to
display the computed and converted results�

Consequently� the only requirement for a workstation to use this proto�
type system is an internet browser capable of processing Java bytecode� For
displaying three dimensional data an external �D viewer �VRML�Viewer in
our application� is required� A snapshot of an interactive session is shown in
Figure ��

� Conclusion

A prototyped version of a visualization environment for distributed vol�
ume data analysis and image synthesis has been proposed� It enables inte�
grating di�erent techniques into each other and it is designed at an abstract�
architecture independent level which is completely decoupled from the under�
lying platform� This allows easy adaption to di�erent platforms� but provides
enough 
exibility to bene�t from special purpose hardware accelerators when�
ever they are available� The proposed visualization tool incorporates some
basic features which should be necessarily integrated into modern visualiza�
tion environments� and enables on�the�
y data analysis and image synthesis�
Di�erent other techniques can be integrated into this environment quite eas�
ily� In this context the actual implementations outlines a further step into two
basic future directions in scienti�c visualization� Interactive data analysis and
image synthesis� and the connection of arbitrary architectures along with their
integration to obtain optimal performance�

The most interesting question that remains to be answered is how to take
advantage of specialized hardware options� This allows performing numeri�
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cally and memory intensive algorithms on multiprocessor solutions which are
provided with cheap additional hardware accelerators� for example� multipro�
cessor PC solutions� Additionally� the question in which way to integrate other
grid topologies remains to be open at this time�
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Fig� �� Java based interface and remote control� Top left corner shows the Java server

that is connected to the client Java applet as shown below� The VRML viewer that
is plugged in Netscape is shown on the right�
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